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We shall begin with the construction of a jump process (x,, ~:t) of  McKean type, 
which represents he random motion of a test particle in a dilute gas with mean-field 
interaction, in such a way that its distribution density function solves the Boltzmann 
equation. This will be accomplished in the following cases by solving a nonlinear 
martingale problem. (i) Spatially homogeneous case (i.e. f =f( t ,  ~:)), fo = probability 
density: see, e.g. Funaki, Duke Math. J. 52 (1985), 1-23. (ii) Spatially inhomogeneous 
case: We need analytical results which guarantee the existence of solutions of the 
Boltzmann equation. The following two typical cases will be discussed separately. 
(a) D = compact domain in R 3, fo = probability density, (b) D = R 3, fo is nonin- 
x i i ~ in tegrable. In the case (b) we construct infinite system of processes {( ,, ~:,)}~ 
such a way that f(t, x, ¢) = E[#{i ;  (x~, ¢~) ~ dx d¢}]/dx d~: is a solution of the 
Boltzmann equation. 
After constructing processes, the following limit theorems will be discussed in 
order to investigate the asymptotic behavior of solutions of the Boltzmann equation 
from the microscopic level, especially, relating to the derivation of hydrodynamical 
equations. (1) Law of large numbers (Euler limit): In the case (ii)-(b), we get the 
processes {(x~ '~, '~ oo ¢~ )}~=~ associated with the Boltmann equation with Q replaced by 
Q/e. We show the empirical distribution p.7 of {xl '~} converges weakly to that of 
{x~} as e$0 on the path space C([0, T], ~'(R3)),  where {xl} are solutions of a certain 
ODE. (2) Central limit theorem: Consider a scaled process x7 = e -~ ~'o ~:~/~ ds in 
the case (i). We show that x~ converges to the Brownian motion with a constant 
covariance matrix. 
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For isotropic stochastic flows in R 2 and R 3 it has been shown by Baxendale and 
Harris [1] that there is Lyapunov stability if the flow is sufficiently close to the 
potential type and that under the same conditions, the probability that the length 
of a sufficiently short arc in R2 will tend to zero, under the flow-, is close to one. 
The present lecture relates these properties to a property of non-random potential 
flows in R2(R3) with compact support, whose equipotential curves (surfaces) are 
concentric circles (spheres.) The connection is by means of the use of stirring 
processes to approximate potential stochastic flows. 
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